
Software drives Butters on
Key Features
– Sales order management
– Powerful planning of forecast matched  
   supply and demand
– Integrated warehouse management
– Integrated packhouse management
– Integrated packhouse traceability
– Powerful lot accounting
– Powerful customer/supplier/product
   profitability statistics
 

Key Benefits
– Faster/cheaper product distribution
– Higher volumes at higher prices
– Lowers operating overheads
– More competitive sales prices
– Higher grower returns
– Trust in transparent returns
– Supplier base increases
– Long term market share gains
 

Technology
– Prophet Pr2 Client Applications
– Prophet Pr2 Mobile Hand Held  
   Applications
– XML Electronic Data Interchange
– Crystal Reports
– Microsoft SQL Server
– Windows Server Family

Prophet was already the chosen IT partner for Butters when Steve 
joined the business in June 2008. With new management at the helm in 
2007, there was a realization that they needed to see a greater element 
of control in the processes that propelled the business, he says. 

“To achieve that, there had to be a radical upheaval of the IT  
solution,” Steve says. “Beforehand, Butters had an 18-year-old HP3000 
system running the company – it may as well have been working with 
a Casio calculator. The old system had been adapted over the years to 
work within Butters, but it didn’t communicate with Microsoft products, 
it wasn’t a real-time system, it didn’t have batch processing functionality 
and it was open to manipulation. 

“I think for that reason, we have probably got even more out of 
implementing Pr2.5 than most companies would get from the switch to 
Prophet. 

“Our basic requirement was for an MRP, stock management and 
product efficiency tool. We knew that Prophet had successfully worked 
with Lingarden, a flowers and plants specialist. Prophet’s Paul Seekins 
used to work at Lingarden and Stuart Leitch did the implementation there 
and as they were the two guys on our account, we were confident that 
they would know how to develop the software to suit our business.”

Before the decision was made to go with Prophet, Butters also 
visited another user in Spalding, Greencell. It helped shape the 
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Founded in 1973 as a family run business, Keith Butters 
Limited traded principally as suppliers of indoor and 
outdoor plants to UK Garden Centres. The business 
developed by focusing on the supply of plants to the 
major high street supermarkets and DIY outlets, as  
well as leading on-line retailers. In 2007, with sales  
of $63 million per year, Butters Group was acquired  
by Advantage Capital, a UK private equity firm, in  
conjunction with the management team. New investment 
in the business resulted in Butters Group entering a 
new phase of business development and as part of that 
process, the firm switched its software solution to Pr2.5 
in 2009. Butters Group’s Finance Director Steve Phillips 
says Prophet’s software has underpinned real progress 
across the business since.  
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says Steve. “Now we have daily, weekly and monthly KPIs and in 
production, we even drill down further to short interval control points, 
which measure the productivity of lines on an hourly basis.”

The difference that has made to the commercial and operational 
culture of the company is phenomenal. “We have a daily meeting at 
9am, where we assess the previous day’s sales data, weekly forecasts, 
waste levels and stock rotation to highlight any issues and address 
them immediately.”

At least 80% of that meeting is driven by data extracted from Pr2.5, 
he estimates. The goods-in manager might talk about problems on 
the horizon. Account managers have access to their daily sales info, 
margins and performance targets, and any anomalies are picked up 
and acted on straight away. The technical manager has a constant eye 
on stock rotation and the age of stock, while the production manager 
has his daily report of product performance and labor efficiencies. All 
of these combined not only pick up on urgent issues for each day, but 
also bring up problems in advance of them happening. 

“The whole process has become proactive rather than reactive  
and that has had a very positive effect on results,” Steve says.

Culture change
There was, he admits, a large amount of suspicion of the new system 
when it was first implemented, which as other case studies of Prophet’s 
user base have shown is far from unusual. “At first, the buy-in was 
probably restricted to the directors, who had a very good reason for 
wanting a system that gave them more control,” says Steve. Beyond 
the boardroom, though there was a belief that the system meant more 
administration burden and restricted freedom. “It took us perhaps six 
months to convince everyone that this was not a stick to beat them 
with, but a system that could make them more effective at their particular 
job and enhance the performance of the company as a whole,” he adds.

“Prophet’s software can be directly linked with a big change of 
mentality within the organization. It makes people accountable and 
responsible for the jobs they are doing, and pinpoints precisely where 
inefficiencies lay in the business. There is nothing to hide behind any 
more, everyone is very aware of their importance in the process and the 
fact that if they don’t deal with their product, customer or area properly, 
it will affect someone or something else further down the line.

“It did lead to a few finger-pointing meetings, as people were now 
more aware where the failings within the company were, and there  
has also been a fairly significant change in personnel in some areas. 
Sometimes friction can be a good thing and we still have the odd meeting 
like that. 

“There are two main ways of changing culture – change the  

decision-making process. “The good thing about being where we are is 
that there is a reasonably big Prophet user base within a small radius,” 
Steve says. “Yes, we are a plants and bulbs supplier, but that’s largely 
irrelevant – whether you’re selling avocados, apples or plants, it’s the 
code and commodity that matters, not whether it is a fruit or a plant.”

Selection criteria
“Prophet was chosen because of its established position in the market-
place, its good track record in produce and similar companies to us 
and the crucial fact that it had a deep understanding of EDI and how 
our various FMCG customers wanted to work with it. Prophet was also 
relatively cheap to implement – with the cost spread out by the payment 
of an ongoing license fee. It basically ticked the majority of the boxes.”

After the research period ended, Butters signed on the dotted line 
in August 2008 and the company was one of the first to implement 
Pr2.5, on June 1, 2009. “Go-live was twice aborted, and that was  
predominantly down to management at the time being too relaxed 
about the impact of the set-up process on the business,” says Steve. 
“Our financial director and production manager, who were championing 
the software, happened to be the two biggest technophobes in the 
company, with no understanding of the amount of work the implementation 
involved or its effect on the day-to-day running of the company. A first 
go-live date of November slipped, and the second, January 2009, was 
still too aggressive a target, as it fell immediately after our busiest period 
of the year. The go-live date we eventually arrived at, with a nine-month 
lead-time, with hindsight was where we should have set our sights from  
the outset.”

He adds that to a certain extent, the company is still feeling the 
effects of those decisions now. “Rushing the work meant that some 
things were not done correctly and we have had to go back and revisit 
things within the software that we could have got right first time with  
a sensible timeline. For that reason, we are still ‘implementing’ some  
aspects of the software now and have not seen the full benefits we 
know it will deliver,” Steve says.

Despite that, the impact of Pr2.5 has shone through in various 
ways. “I don’t think it’s any coincidence that the productivity and  
efficiency of the company have improved dramatically in the last two 
years,” he says. “Prophet has given us a platform with data that is  
both instantly available and robust enough for us to base decisions  
on. Beforehand, we just didn’t have that capability.”

With the previous system, there was one key performance indicator 
(KPI) driving commercial decisions – the monthly accounts, which were 
only available three to four weeks after month end. “That meant some 
information was seven or eight weeks out of date before it was analyzed,” 

“Yes, we are a plants and bulbs 
supplier, but that’s largely irrelevant 
– whether you’re selling avocados, 
apples or plants, it’s the code and 
commodity that matters, not  
whether it is a fruit or a plant.”

Steve Phillips  
Financial Director   
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people or change the processes, we’ve thrived on a combination of 
both. We are fi nding that the more new people come into the business, 
the easier the software has become to manage. It’s easier to mould 
new people around the system, whereas for some of the long-standing 
employees, adapting to Pr2.5 has been a bit like learning a new lan-
guage, which understandably takes time.”

Productivity gains
Operationally, the biggest change within the company by far has been 
in production. The old system was not integrated and required a lot of 
manual input to link data from different areas. Lot accounting has made 
a huge difference to the understanding of the costs involved throughout 
the supply chain process, Steve says. “We used to know roughly what 
the costs involved were, but there was always a proportion of the 
equation that disappeared into a black hole as we didn’t have the ability 
to capture data that was 100% accurate. Therefore, we could never 
be totally sure what worked well and what was a problem within the 
business. Prophet’s software has closed the loops by introducing 
accurate lot accounting to Butters and making the entire process 
completely transparent.

“We still haven’t completely mastered the reporting element within 
the software and probably for that reason, I’d still say stock control is 
our biggest issue. Prophet has said from day one, however, that the 
accuracy of our stock data is imperative to get the best out of the 
system. It’s a simple ‘garbage in, garbage out’ analogy and to be 
honest, the issues have been more with people than the software and 
we’ve acted on that. For instance, we used to have two goods-in 
managers, one for plants and one for dried goods – now we have just 
one, Steve Kippax, and that means we have a single way of dealing 
with stock across the business,” he says.

“Looking at it objectively, for the board, stock control isn’t going to 
be that high on the radar. Your focus is on service levels to customers 
and delivering on your KPIs – we’ve been doing that consistently, so it’s 
understandable that it isn’t top priority. We are putting in a lot of effort 
to increase our effi ciency though, because we know that we can be 
more effective as a company and also draw a lot more from the MRP 
functionality in Prophet if our core data is up to scratch.”

To raise service levels, production issues have been top of the priority 
list. Now they are being ironed out, attention has started to switch to 
other areas in the packhouse. “Dispatch is an area that we have never 
given enough focus too,” Steve says. “But now that we have begun to 
sort out some of the priority issues by using data from the software to 
identify where we’ve been getting things wrong, the minor issues we 
had with dispatch are becoming clearer. 

“The positive way of viewing that is that they are the same issues 
we had before – what Prophet has done is clear up the big issues and 
that inevitably makes the smaller problems seem larger. In my view 
that’s progress.”

Supply chain benefi ts
Internally then, Butters has profi ted from the implementation of Pr2.5. 
But, what have customers and suppliers gained from Butters software 
solution? Steve says: “I don’t think the customer will have noticed 
too much different, although our overall quality levels have improved 
because technically, we are able to base what we do on more accurate 
data. Like our internal departments, our suppliers have had to accept 
greater accountability too. We have adapted the QA Module of the 
software, which now expects all products to be rated for quality as 
soon as they come through the door. That means we are in a position 
to question individual suppliers on quality and make them accountable 
for their own KPIs, which was never possibly to this level before.”

The last 12 months have also seen Butters expand its horizons, 
and focus more heavily on future growth. “When we fi rst implemented 
Prophet, we were a mono-site provider of plants to our retail customer 
base in the UK. Now, we have three sites, which all use Prophet, and 
we are looking to expand our business by 50%, to $95m annual 
turnover within three years. One of the new sites is dedicated to cut 
fl owers, which we believe will drive the majority of that new growth, the 
other is a nursery with 5-acres of glass, which we expect to make us 

more competitive in this dynamic marketplace. 
“It’s all about making sure we’re on top of our game, to ensure that 

we can continue to add shareholder value in the next few years. Having 
Pr2.5 has defi nitely given us the confi dence that we can undertake 
this expansion program underpinned by robust and reliable software. If 
anything, the system is already better for cut fl owers than it is for plants, 
because we learned from some of the mistakes we made and have 
been more specifi c as a result. In terms of the nursery, we will work with 
Prophet to develop a specialist software solution for growing.”

On the surface, Butters may not appear to be the most complex of 
companies. But it has 500 suppliers and sells more than 1,500 product 
lines a year to a diverse group of customers that includes Marks & 
Spencer, J Sainsbury, Waitrose, ASDA, Next, Interfl ora, Homebase and 
B&Q. “We are very seasonal, with Christmas, Mother’s Day and Easter 
our three peaks of the year. We can turn over $11.9m in December 
and $2.37m in July, so there are times when we have 22 packing lines 
working two shifts and days when we have virtually nothing happening,” 
says Steve.

“There are also complexities within the plants business that don’t 
exist in most fruit or veg suppliers – for instance, Butters often sells 
multiple SKUs in one box, that the retail customer might sell as just one. 
Prophet already had the functionality to deal with that, but hadn’t used 
it much with its exisiting user base, so we have developed it with them.” 

These complexities have been managed by Pr2.5 without any 
signifi cant problems and, according to Steve, personal relationships 
play a big role in that. “We have a very good relationship with Prophet 
and pay for the higher level of support, which gives us access to Paul 
and Stuart, who are extremely knowledgeable about the product and 
also aware of the needs of Butters. They have always been very 
responsive and keen to improve the way the software works for us, 
as well as to provide us with advice based on the successes or failures 
of other users,” he says.

“Like all Prophet license holders, Butters is in a position to benefi t 
from the wider user network and also the constantly developing nature 
of the software. “We do have informal discussions with Greencell and 
EWT, who both use Pr2.5 and it is an attractive concept that as a 
license holder we will benefi t from the development work and modifi cations 
made across the horticultural world. It can be a two-way street for 
Prophet – we have expanded with their software and given them the 
opportunity to develop modules in a different sector for them, which 
gives their business a new perspective too.”
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